
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 3, pp. 189 { 193 c 2012 August 10Non-analytical angular dependence of the upper critical magnetic �eldin a quasi-one-dimensional superconductorA.G. Lebed+�, O. Sepper++Department of Physics, University of Arizona, AZ 85721 Tucson, USA�Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 117334 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 27 June 2012We have derived the so-called gap equation, which determines the upper critical magnetic �eld, perpen-dicular to conducting chains of a quasi-one-dimensional superconductor. By analyzing this equation at lowtemperatures, we have found that the calculated angular dependence of the upper critical magnetic �eld isqualitatively di�erent than that in the so-called e�ective mass model. In particular, our theory predicts a non-analytical angular dependence of the upper critical magnetic �eld, Hc2(0)�Hc2(�) � �3=2, when magnetic �eldis close to some special crystallographic axis and makes an angle � with it. We discuss possible experimentson the superconductor (DMET)2I3 to discover this non-analytical dependence.Upper critical magnetic �eld, which corresponds todestruction of superconductivity in type II supercon-ductors, is known to be one of the most fundamentalproperties of a superconducting state. The �rst calcu-lations of the upper critical magnetic �eld were donein the framework of the phenomenological Ginzburg{Landau (GL) theory (see, for example, [1, 2]) beforethe creation of the Bardeen{Cooper{Schrie�er (BCS)microscopic theory of superconductivity. Later, it wasshown [3] that the GL theory is a limiting case of theBCS theory at Tc � T � Tc and the upper criticalmagnetic �elds were calculated [4] at Tc � T � Tcfor superconductors with anisotropic electron spectra,where Tc is superconducting transition temperature inthe absence of a magnetic �eld. Using the microscopicGor'kov equations, the upper critical �eld was calculatedfor a 3D isotropic superconductor at zero temperature[5] and at arbitrary temperatures [6]. As for supercon-ductors with anisotropic electron spectra, the commonbelief is that we can apply the results [4], obtained atTc � T � Tc, at any temperature, including T � Tc.The results [4] are usually called the e�ective mass (EM)model.The main goal of our Letter is to show that theshape and topology of the Fermi surface (FS) play acrucial role in determination of angular dependence ofthe upper critical magnetic �eld at low temperatures.We consider a quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) supercon-ductor, which is characterized by two open slightly cor-rugated sheets of the FS. By using the Gor'kov equa-tions [3], we derive the so-called gap equation, deter-mining the upper critical magnetic �eld, perpendicularto conducting chains in a Q1D superconductor. As aresult, we obtain a rather complicated integral equa-

tion, which we numerically solve at T � Tc. Our nu-merical analysis of this integral equation shows that theEM model cannot be applied to Q1D case at T � Tceven at qualitative level. Our main �nding is that wepredict non-analytical angular dependence of the up-per critical magnetic �eld, Hc2(0) � Hc2(�) � �3=2,in the case, where magnetic �eld is close to some spe-cial crystallographic axis and makes an angle � withit. This fact is in a sharp disagreement with a com-mon belief, based on the results of the EM model, thatHc2(0)�Hc2(�) has to be proportional to �2. Our sec-ond �nding is that superconducting nuclei (i.e., solutionsof the gap integral equation) are not of an exponen-tial shape. We show that they decay very slowly andchange their signs with distance. It is important that theabove described phenomena are novel and due to quasi-classical e�ects of an electron motion in a magnetic �eldalong open sheets of the Q1D FS in a single Brillouinzone. They are di�erent from quantum e�ects of an elec-tron motion in the extended Brillouin zone, consideredin Refs. [7, 8]. Moreover, for discovery of non-analyticalangular dependence, we need di�erent experimental con-ditions than for investigation of the so-called Reentrantsuperconductivity [7{11]. We propose to investigate ef-fects, suggested in the Letter, in the Q1D superconduc-tor (DMET)2I3, where the upper critical magnetic �eldshave been recently measured along all three principaldirections [12]. It has also been pointed out [12] thatsuperconductivity in the above mentioned compound isvery far from the Reentrant superconducting regime [7],in contrast to superconductivity in (TMTSF)2X mate-rials [7{11].Let us consider a superconductor with the followingQ1D electron spectrum,�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012 189



190 A.G. Lebed, O. Sepper���(p)=� vF(px � pF)�2ty cos(pyay)�2tz cos(pzaz);(1)in a magnetic �eld,H = (0; H cos�;H sin�);A = (0; Hx sin�;�Hx cos�); (2)perpendicular to its conducting chains. (Here, +(�)stands for right (left) sheet of the Q1D FS (1), ty � tzare electron hoping integrals along ay and az crystal-lographic axes; vF and pF are the Fermi velocity andFermi momentum, respectively; ~ � 1.)To determine electron wave functions in the mixedrepresentation, 	�� (x; py ; pz), where	�� (x; y; z) == exp(ipFx) exp(ipyy) exp(ipzz)	�� (x; py; pz); (3)we use the so-called Peierls substitution method, px ��pF ! �id=dx, py ! py�eAy=c, pz ! pz�eAz=c. Asa result, we obtain the following electron Hamiltonianin the presence of a magnetic �eld:Ĥ = �ivF ddx � 2ty cos�pyay � !yvF x��� 2tz cos�pzaz + !zvF x�; (4)where !y = evFHay sin�=c and !z = evFHaz cos�=c.In this Letter, we ignore quantum e�ects of an elec-tron motion in a magnetic �eld in the extended Bril-louin zone [7{11] and use the so-called eikonal approx-imation [3]. Note that we consider the case of smallangles, � � 1, where !z � !y, which is important fornon-analytical dependence of the upper critical �eld. Asshown in Ref. [7], the quantum e�ects are small only athigh enough temperature, whereT � T � ' !z8�2 ln(4tz=!z) (5)(see Eq. (6) of Ref. [7]). Under condition (5), we can lin-earize the Hamiltonian (4) with respect to a magnetic�eld,Ĥ = �ivF ddx � 2ty cos(pyay)� 2ty !yxvF sin(pyay)�� 2tz cos(pzaz) + 2tz!zxvF sin(pzaz): (6)It is important that the corresponding Schrodinger equa-tion for wave functions in the mixed representation,Ĥ	�(x; py; pz) = ��	�(x; py; pz); (7)

can be exactly solved:	�(x; py; pz) = exp(�i��x=vF) exp[�i�y(py; x)]�� exp[�i�z(pz; x)]; (8)where�y(py; x) = 2tyvF cos(pyay)x+ ty!yv2F sin(pyay)x2;�z(pz; x) = 2tzvF cos(pzaz)x � tz!zv2F sin(pzaz)x2: (9)Since the electron spectrum and wave functions areknown, the corresponding �nite temperatures Greenfunctions can be determined by means of the standardprocedure [13]:G�i!n(r; r1) = �i sgn(!n)vF Xpy;pzexp[�ipF(x � x1)]�� exp[ipy(y � y1)] exp[ipz(z � z1)]�� exp��!n(x� x1)vF ��� exp[�i � 2ty cos(pyay)(x � x1)=vF]�� exp[�i � 2tz cos(pzaz)(x� x1)=vF]�� exp[�ity!y sin(pyay)(x2 � x21)=v2F]�� exp[�itz!z sin(pzaz)(x2 � x21)=v2F]: (10)The so-called gap equation, determining supercon-ducting transition temperature in the presence of themagnetic �eld (2), can be derived by using the Gor'kovequations for non-uniform superconductivity [14]. As aresult, we obtain:�(x) = g2 Zjx�x1j>d 2�Tdx1vF sinh(2�T jx� x1j=vF) �� J0�2ty!yv2F (x2 � x21)�J0�2tz!zv2F (x2 � x21)��(x1); (11)where g is an e�ective electron coupling constant, d isa cuto� distance1). Here, we rewrite Eq. (11) in moreconvenient way:1)Note that the integral equation (11) is neither the Ginzburg{Landau equation nor the Lawrence{Doniach one. In this content,we stress that the condition (5) (which is necessary for the eikonalapproximation) does not necessarily lead to the Ginzburg{Landauor Lawrence{Doniach equations, in contrast to the statement ofRef. [9]. Indeed, for the Lawrence{Doniach equation one needsthat �z � az=p2 [15], which is equivalent to Tc � tz, whichis not satis�ed in our case. For the Ginzburg{Landau equation,as we show below, one needs that T 2c � tz!z; ty!y { conditionsdi�erent from Eq. (5).�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012



Non-analytical angular dependence of the upper critical magnetic �eld : : : 191�(x) = g2 Zjzj>d 2�TdzvF sinh(2�T jzj=vF) �� J0�2ty!yv2F z(z + 2x)��� J0�2tz!zv2F z(z + 2x)��(x+ z): (12)(Note that the Pauli paramagnetic spin-splitting e�ectsare ignored in all equations above, which means thatthe upper critical magnetic �eld is supposed to be muchsmaller than the so-called Clogston{Chandrasekharparamagnetic limit [16]. Such situation, for example,is experimentally realized in the Q1D superconductor(DMET)2I3 [12].)Let us determine the GL slope of the upper criticalmagnetic �eld in the vicinity of superconducting tran-sition temperature. To achieve this goal, we need totake into account that in the GL region, Tc � T � Tc,vF=2�Tc � vF=pty!y; vF=ptz!z. In this case, we canexpand the integral equation (12) in terms of small pa-rameter, jzj � vF=2�Tc. As a result of such expansionprocedure, we obtain the following di�erential equation:��d2�(x)dx2 + x2 8(t2y!2y + t2z!2z)v4F �(x)��� Z 10 �Tcz2dzvF sinh(2�Tc=vF) ++ �1g � Z 1d 2�TdzvF sinh(2�Tz=vF)��(x) = 0: (13)If we take into account that1g = Z 1d 2�TcdzvF sinh(2�Tcz=vF) ; (14)then we can rewrite Eq. (13) in the following way:� �2x d2�(x)dx2 +�2�H�0 �2�� (�2y sin2 �+ �2z cos2 �) x2�(x) � ��(x) = 0; (15)where�2x = 7�(3)v2F16(�Tc)2 ; �2y = 7�(3)t2ya2y8(�Tc)2 ; �2z = 7�(3)t2za2z8(�Tc)2 ;� = Tc � TTc : (16)(Here �0 = �~c=e is the ux quantum, �x, �y , and �zare the coherence lengths along ax-, ay-, and az-axes,correspondingly.) Note that above we use the followingrelationship: Z 10 z2dzsinh(z) = 7�(3)2 ; (17)

where �(n) is the Reimann zeta function [17]. To �ndthe GL slope of the upper critical magnetic �eld, perpen-dicular the conducting chains, we need to determine thelowest energy level of the Schrodinger-like GL equation(15). As a result, we obtain1H2c2(�) = sin2 �H2c2(�=2) + cos2 �H2c2(0) ; (18)where Hc2(0; T ) = �02��x�z�Tc � TTc �== 4p2�2cT 2c7�(3)evFtzaz�Tc � TTc �;Hc2��2 ; T�= �02��x�y�Tc � TTc �== 4p2�2cT 2c7�(3)evFtyay�Tc � TTc �: (19)(Note that Eq. (18) is usually called EM model andapplied to �t the experimental upper critical magnetic�elds at any temperature, including T � Tc. On theother hand, we pay attention that Eqs. (13){(19) are de-rived under the GL condition T � Tc � Tc, which isequivalent to the following two conditions: T 2c � tz!zand T 2c � ty!y. It is important that the latter in-equalities can be rewritten as: H � Hc2(0; T = 0) andH sin�� Hc2(�=2; T = 0).)Below, we consider the gap equation (12) at low tem-perature, Tc � T � T �, where we can formally employT = 0 in Eq. (12):�(x) = g2 Z 1p2!0tzd=vF dzz �J0[� sin(�)z(2x+ z)]�� J0[cos(�)z(2x+ z)]�(x+ z) ++ J0[� sin(�)z(2x� z)]�� J0[cos(�)z(2x� z)]�(x� z)�; (20)where � = tyay=tzaz, !0 = evFHaz=c. It is importantthat the e�ective electron coupling constant, g, and cut-o� distance, d, can be eliminated from Eq. (20) by usingthe following relationship:1g = Z 12�Tcd=vF dzvF sinh(z) ; (21)which is a result of Eq. (14).Note that experimental value of the parameter � in(DMET)2I3 superconductor is estimated as � ' 10 [12].Below, we analyze Eqs. (20), (21) numerically by solv-ing the gap integral Eq. (20) under the condition (21)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012



192 A.G. Lebed, O. Sepperfor � = 10. Let us �rst consider the case � = 0,where magnetic �eld is applied along ay-axis. A typ-ical solution of Eq. (20), which is called superconduct-ing nucleus, in this case is shown in Fig. 1. As seen

Fig. 1. A typical solution of Eqs. (20), (21) is shown for� = 0. Note that it is an oscillatory slow decaying func-tion of coordinate x, in contrast to exponential solution ofEq. (15) in the EM model [4]from Fig. 1, in our case superconducting nucleus changesits sign and slowly decays in space, in contrast to theresults of the EM model [4]. Note that at � 6= 0solutions of Eqs. (20), (21) become more complicated,but they retain the above mentioned unusual properties.In Fig. 2, we show the calculated angular dependence

Fig. 2. Angular dependence of the upper critical magnetic�eld at T = 0, Hc2(�)�Hc2(0), calculated from Eqs. (20),(21), is shown by dots, which are well �tted by function��3=2 (solid line). The EM model result (18), whereHc2(�) � Hc2(0) � ��2, is shown by dashed line for acomparisonHc2(�) � Hc2(0) and its �t by function ��3=2. Notethat the agreement between the calculated angular de-pendence and function ��3=2 is very good. For compar-

ison, we also show dependence (18), expected in the EMmodel, where Hc2(�)�Hc2(0) � ��2 [18]2).In Fig. 3, we plot the calculated angular dependenceof the upper critical magnetic �eld, normalized on the

Fig. 3. Calculated by means of Eqs. (20), (21) and normal-ized angular dependence of the upper critical magnetic �eld(see the main text)corresponding result (18) of the EM model, [Hc2(�) ��Hc2(0)]=[HEMc2 (�)�HEMc2 (0)]. As it follows from Fig. 3,the maximum deviations from the EM model occur atlow angles and in the vicinity of some angle � ' 5�.At low angles, the calculated in the Letter upper criti-cal magnetic �eld exhibits di�erent angular dependencethan that in the EM model (18), as discussed above.To clarify nature of the minimum in Fig. 3 at � ' 5�,we plot the di�erence, Hc2(�) �HEMc2 (�), in Fig. 4. As

Fig. 4. Calculated di�erence of angular dependence of theupper critical magnetic �eld, given by Eqs. (20), (21), andthat, given by the EM model (18), Hc2(�) �HEMc2 (�)seen from Fig. 4, the maximum di�erence corresponds2)To the best of our knowledge, Eqs. (20), (21) cannot be ana-lytically solved. Nevertheless, we are currently investigating if itis possible or not to con�rm analytically the angular dependenceHc2(0)�Hc2(�) � �3=2, numerically calculated in the Letter.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012



Non-analytical angular dependence of the upper critical magnetic �eld : : : 193to � ' 5:6� { angle, which we relate to the followingtheoretical value:�� = arctan(1=�) = arctan(1=10) ' 5:71�: (22)Note that, under condition (22), both Bessel functionsin Eq. (20) have the same arguments and some kindof resonance appears. We suggest to measure experi-mentally the position of the peak in the angular depen-dence Hc2(�)�HEMc2 (�) to carefully determine the ratio� = tyay=tzaz from Eq. (22).To summarize, we have shown that the EM model[4] is not adequate to describe the upper critical mag-netic �eld in superconductors with anisotropic elec-tron spectra at low temperatures. For the case of aQ1D superconductor, we have found non-analytical an-gular dependence of the upper critical magnetic �eld,Hc2(�)�Hc2(0) � ��3=2, where a magnetic �eld is per-pendicular to conducting axis, ax, and makes angle �with axis ay. In addition, some angular resonance is pre-dicted for \magic" direction of a magnetic �eld (22). Wesuggest to test the above mentioned predictions of theLetter on the Q1D superconductor (DMET)2I3, wherethe upper critical magnetic �elds along the main crys-tallographic axes have been recently measured [12]. Inour opinion, unconventional shapes of superconductingnuclei as well as the non-analytical angular behavior ofthe upper critical �eld, found in the Letter, may reectthe existence of unusual vortex lattice in Q1D supercon-ductors. Therefore, we also suggest experimental studiesof the vortex lattice at magnetic �elds, corresponding tosmall values of angle � in Eq. (2).Let us prove that the (DMET)2I3 superconductorsatis�es the condition of a validity of our theory,Tc � T � T �; (23)at experimentally used lowest temperature, T ' 0:05K,where T � is given by Eq. (5) and Tc = 0:5K [12]. Ifwe take from Ref. [12] the typical experimental values,Hyc2 = 0:2T, vF ' 0:4 � 107 cm/s, az = 15:8A, tz ' 1K,we obtain T � ' 0:006K. Therefore, we conclude thatthe suggested in the Letter theory is applicable to thesuperconductor (DMET)2I3 at the lowest experimentaltemperature [12]. Note that, for neglecting the quan-tum corrections [7, 8] and, thus, the Reentrant Super-conductivity e�ects [7{11], it is also important that4tz=!z ' 27 � 1, as has been already mentioned inRef. [12].We point out that in a geometry, considered in theLetter, experiments were performed in Ref.[18] in the
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